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Plastic Modular Belt Conveyor  

Description: 

This simpler and safer conveyor belting is 

comprised of multiple polymer links that 

are releasably joined to one another to act 

like a fuse in the event of an overloading 

jam. Eminence manufactures innovative 

high performance and energy efficient 

modular plastic belt conveyor systems. Our 

low cost conveyor design combines direct 

drive motors and proprietary ultra-low 

friction plastic chain belting in a 

lightweight modular aluminium sectioned 

frame. 

The modular conveyor belting simplifies 
construction and allows us to build any size 
belt with the same components. The conveyor 
belt has a smooth surface that improves 
corner turning while reducing scuffing when 
sliding under items.   

Plastic modular belt conveyors provide many 
inherent advantages: 

 Smooth top 
conveyor belting easily slides under products for turning and 
stopping applications 

 Damaged plastic belt sections can be replaced instead of 
needing to replace the entire belt 

 Self-lubricating plastic belt reduces dust, ideal for clean 
room operation 

 Modular contracted conveyor belting resist cutting and 
gouging that normally destroys cloth belting 

 Plastic modular belt conveyors provide many advantages for 
processing and manufacturing, and are generally used in 
environments that require complex running systems, including 
inclines, declines and bends to run from one drive. This helps 
reduce initial cost as well as overall maintenance. The unique 
modular design allows belt lengths to be customized without the 
need for specialty equipment or additional drives. 
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Eminence Engineering's unique modular conveyor design also helps remove additional 
installation costs and eliminates the outdated process of replacement and upgrade 
when a slight change is needed. 

While each conveyor custom designed and built to order, we offer many basic machine  
designs for initial reference, including: 

 Decline 
 Incline 
 Horizontal 
 Turning 
 Flip Clean 
 Accumulation 
 Packaging Stations 

 

 

 

 

For more details check website www.eminencemech.com 

or contact us at info@eminencemech.com 

call us at +91 9909902394 


